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ABSTRACT 

 

Loyalty card is one of the most commonly used promotional activities in business. Thus far, there 

are some research has been done on luxury hotel, but very few researches are on budget hotel. So, 

the purpose of the thesis is finding out the Swedish customers‟ attitude and behavior towards 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card; getting to know what factors influence Swedish customers‟ response 

towards the loyalty card and budget hotels.  

 

In the thesis, the main research problem is “How do Swedish customers respond to the Budget 

hotel’s Loyalty Card promotional activity in Sweden?” Under the main research problem, four sub 

questions and four hypotheses are designed. Face-to-face interview is implemented for collecting 

primary data. Interviewees include business traveling interviewees and leisure traveling 

interviewees, altogether 23 interviewees are interviewed. Secondary data is from articles and 

journals. The secondary data includes Purchasing/Decision making, Marketing communication, 

Sales promotion, Pricing, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Relationship marketing, 

Customer satisfaction and loyalty, Personality and Marketing segmentation. The secondary data 

and primary data are mixed together for the main research problem‟s analysis. 

 

After the research, the thesis comes out that Swedish loyalty card holders show much awareness/ 

preference/ satisfaction/ loyalty towards the membership budget hotel. Swedish customers use 

loyalty card in a constant manner only when the benefit is large and the benefit can be gained fast. 

For the Swedish customers, the Budget hotel loyalty card‟s benefit is important, but the benefit is 

not big enough to make them feel excited. Simple and clear loyalty card rules are appreciated. 

Reference groups‟ comments, fast internet information, loyalty card rule‟s complexity, customers‟ 

previous experiences, original price, psychological quality feeling and perceived price level also 

affect the loyalty card‟s effectiveness. By implementing loyalty card, the membership customers‟ 

satisfaction can be increased. The non-membership customers‟ satisfaction isn‟t negatively affected. 

Compared with the Swedish leisure travelers, Swedish business travelers show even stronger and 

much more stable loyalty towards the membership hotel. Leisure traveler is much benefit oriented. 

But the business traveler is habit oriented. Psychologically, business travelers think that a budget 

hotel loyalty card can not provide them as much good feeling as the luxury hotel‟s loyalty card 

does. 

 

Key Words: Loyalty card; Budget hotel; Swedish customer 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

This is an introduction chapter, in which consists of four parts. The General background and 

Literature background parts introduce the general information about the hotel, budget hotel, loyalty 

card and the previous research results. Then, the Research Problem and research purpose/Aim are 

followed. 

1.1 General Background 

1.1.1 Hotel background 

In general, a hotel is a commercial establishment providing lodging, meals, and other guest services.  

To be called a hotel, an establishment must have a minimum of six letting bedrooms, at least three 

of which must have attached private bathroom facilities. Although hotels are classified into „star‟ 

categories (1-star to 5-star), there is no world-standard of assigning these ratings, compliance with 

customary requirements is voluntary. From 1
st
 January, 2010, a number of countries and regions in 

Europe share a single hotel classification system. The hotels are assessed for 270 criteria and can be 

awarded between 1 and 5 stars (The Swedish Hotel and Restaurant Association [SHRA] 2010). The 

hotel market consists of all revenues generated by hotels, motels and other accommodation 

providers through the provision of accommodation and food service (Business Source Premier 

[BSP] 2004) 

 

1.1.2 Hotel Background in Sweden 

According to Statistiska Centralbyrån [SCB] (2010), in the hotels of Sweden, Swedish guests 

account for 74.8%
1
 of the guest nights. Nordic countries (out side of Sweden) consist of 15.3%. 

Denmark was the country after Sweden that contributed most guest nights, which accounts for 34.1% 

of the foreign market in February 2009. USA is the best foreign market outside Europe. Average 

revenue of occupied hotel rooms was 907 (million) SEK in February 2010 compared to 896 

(million) SEK in February 2009. The Swedish Hotel price level Index is 124.5 which indicate that 

                                                        
1 74.8% = the number of Swedish guests / the number of total guests in Swedish hotel market 

15.3% = the number of Nordic guests (except Swedish customers)/ the number of total guests in Swedish hotel market 

34.1% = the number of Danish guests / the number of total foreign guests ( from EU and non-EU counties) in Swedish hotel market 
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the price level in Sweden is 24.5 percent above the EU average. Sweden belongs to the high price 

level group (Statistiska Centralburån [SCB] 2007). In the year of 2009, 70.4% of the hotels rooms 

in Sweden were occupied by the business market. The rest 29.6% were taken by the private market, 

including group and leisure guest. In the counties of Jämtland and Dalarna, the regional private 

markets were larger than the business markets, with percentages 62.7% and 50.7% respectively 

(Statistiska Centralbyrån [SCB] 2010). 

 

1.1.3 Budget Hotel background 

A „Budget hotel‟, definitely, is relatively price cheaper compared with luxury hotels. A budget hotel 

provides basic facilities and services. Actually, there is no standardization for the budget-hotel. Due 

to different needs, the operators design the budget-hotels with different elements. For example, the 

Tai budget-hotel in India is performing to be modern, clean and economical; there is a low price 

with all services that they consider are necessary for customers. But the Capsule hotels, which are 

popular in Japan, are used mainly to bunk in for a night (Bahree 2008). 

 Central Park Hotel, London, UK 

(http://www.hotelscombined.com/CS/Hotel/Central_Park_Hotel_London.htm) 

Feature of Budget Hotel customer 

According to the Market Report Database [MRD] (2008), Budget hotels are mainly utilized by 

business travelers, but are also attempting to attract more leisure travelers. These main budget hotel 

consumers are internet-savvy travelers, who are seeking inexpensive lodging price, proximity to 

city centre location and minimum unnecessary travelling costs. Simple and basic facilities are 

required; but the extra and luxury services are not expected.  
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Feature of Budget Hotel employee 

Compared with the luxury hotels, the employee feature in Budget Hotel is different. Unlike in 

Luxury hotel where employees are placed in particular position and are required to serve customers 

with high standard quality, the Budget Hotel staff is small because of the smaller customer group. 

To keep lower operation cost, the Budget hotel requires that the employees are able to work in 

different job positions. 

 

Feature of Budget Hotel development 

The „budget hotel‟ has rapidly become the fast-growing market within the hotel sector across 

Europe, especially in countries like the UK, Germany and France. „Economic development‟ is one 

of the most important factors which drive the growth of Budget hotel. With the development of the 

economy, more small and independent companies emerge in the domestic market, which has in turn 

resulted in a sharp rise in the number of people travelling within their home countries looking for 

inexpensive accommodation that meets with their limited budget. Besides, other factors such as the 

growth of GDP, hotel branding, internal transport systems and consumers‟ changed buying 

behaviors are also greatly driving budget hotel development (Harris 2001). 

 

1.1.4 Budget Hotel definition in this paper 

Currently, there‟s no formal definition for „budget hotels‟. In this paper, the Budget Hotel is defined 

as the economical hotel (the room price is significantly lower than that of the luxury hotel) located 

in a convenient transportation position, with an established management and operation system; a 

clean and safe internal environment; targeting the Small and Medium size company‟s business men 

and Leisure travelers as the main customer groups. The budget hotels have some characteristics of 

the Three-star rating hotel, such as the service Desk opens at least 14 hours a day; all rooms 

equipped with private bath / toilet, hairdryer, full-length mirror, luggage stand, desk, radio, TV, 

access to internet, access to the baggage service, laundry bag, elevator…Besides, the budget hotel 

should also include some superior advantages to show its uniqueness from other competitors. This 

three-star rating hotel standardization is according to the European hotel rating system of 2010 (The 

Swedish Hotel and Restaurant Association [SHRA] 2010).  
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 Hotel Tegnerlunden, Stockholm 

(http://www.hoteltegnerlunden.se/eng/hotel/the_hotel.aspx) 

1.1.5 Budget Hotel promotion - Loyalty card 

Currently, there are a lot of research already done on the management and operation strategies of 

the Luxury hotels such as reservation; training; cost control, etc (Chinese Academy of Social 

Tourism Research Center [CASTRC] 2008). However, very few researches can provide scientific 

support for budget hotel. To improve the management level, many budget hotel operators are 

tending to copy Luxury hotels‟ experience. „Marketing promotion‟ is a good example. Loyalty card 

is one of the most commonly used promotion method among luxury hotels, which can provide a lot 

of useful information for hotels‟ marketing analysis. 

 

From the information on Wikipedia (2010), the name of this kind of marketing promotional 

program varies from country to country. In the United Kingdom, it is called loyalty card. In Canada, 

it is named reward card or point card. In the United States, it is called discount card, club card or 

reward card, etc. Loyalty card is offered to customers in exchange for repeat purchases. It can 

create different types of switching barriers, such as an economic barrier, by causing customers to 

lose an advantage (e.g. points) if they change product or service suppliers (Helgesen et al 2010). 

Customer loyalty cards were first introduced in the early 1990s in the air travel and banking 

industries, and later spread to numerous industries including fuel retailing. In order to obtain a 

reward, a customer has to apply a loyalty card by provide a minimal amount of identifying data, 

such as name and address. Then show his/her loyalty card for every purchase occasion. Thus loyalty 

card enable retailers to identify each and every customer member for database marketing. At the 

http://www.hoteltegnerlunden.se/eng/hotel/the_hotel.aspx
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heart of loyalty card is the principle of reinforcement, in which it is believed that behaviors that are 

rewarded are repeated. Thus, loyalty card holders are supposed to be more loyal to the business than 

non-card holders (Helgesen et al 2010).  

 

1.2 Literature background 

1.2.1. Budget hotel’s market potential 

Budget hotels have a great market potential. In 2009, the budget sector is growing at 10% in the UK 

hotel market. This rate will be maintained for the next five years. The budget hotel sector would 

reach around 30% of the UK hotel market in 2014 (Harmer 2009). After 2008, hospitality industry 

in many countries faced great pressure from the economic recession. In contrast, the budget hotel 

sector was more profitable. Thanks to the small and medium size companies reduce business travel 

fare, and the leisure travelers also try to reduce their traveling cost, budget hotels becomes much 

more popular than luxury hotels. Take two budget hotels for example, in the year of 2009, Premier 

Inn‟s sales increase by 6%. Travelodge reported a revenue increase of 19% and earning up by 11% 

in the same year (Frary 2009). The budget hotel sector has a large market potential. But the 

competition is also intense. In order to stand in business, companies are seeking to retain existing 

customers and develop new customers with various methods. Customer relationships enable hotels 

to retain their most profitable customers and attract new ones (Hanaa &Nigel 2009). 

1.2.2. Customer satisfaction, customer relationship management & Company’s Profitability 

Customers‟ satisfaction affects customers‟ loyalty directly. In business activities, companies make 

great effort to improve customers‟ satisfaction, attracting new customer, reducing customer 

dissatisfaction and maintaining existing customers. Swedish retailing industry invests several billion 

Swedish crowns on special offers every year to increase individual customer‟s satisfaction (Anna 

2006). Compared with retaining existing customers or reducing customers‟ dissatisfaction, 

developing new customers are very expensive. Grönroos (1998) states that it costs approximately 

six times more to attract a new customer than to retain an old and if a company wants to retain an 

old dissatisfied customer it will cost at least 25 times more. In some business where customer 
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defections have been decreased with 5%, the work has lead to increased profitability with 100%. 

Elinder (1993) also state that if the companies invest money in their relationships with their loyal 

customers and take better care of them, both the companies and the customers would gain on it. 

Usually, 20% of the customers stand for 80% of the sales. It means that approximately 80% of the 

marketing budget can be seen as a waste (Reichheld, 2001). Approximately 70% of a company‟s 

sale is repurchases. It‟s a large number that could grow even further if companies put in an extra 

effort to sell to existing customers (Elinder, 1993). Therefore, a good relationship with existing 

customers is very profitable for business.  

Nowadays, more and more budget hotels realize the importance of customer relationship 

management. For example, the Premier Inn considered deepening its relationship with the people 

who have stayed at its hotels and increase loyalty by contacting them about special offers and late 

deals (Campaign UK 2009).  

 

1.2.3. Pricing, market communication, branding 

From the customers‟ point of view, there are several factors which influence their buying decision 

on hotel accommodations. Price was determined as the most important „Trigger Point‟ that highly 

influences the selection of hotel accommodation by guests (Lockyer, 2005). Budget hotel can 

perform more flexible, and they would perhaps price themselves out of the market with fixed rates. 

Paradoxical, a Budget-hotel can also be more expensive than Luxury hotels when everything is 

added up (Campaign UK 2009). Besides, hotel customers are also affected greatly by the marketing 

communication message. For example, Travelodge‟s operators concern more on communicating 

with customers via the social messaging by cooperating with Twitter page to inform customers of 

new offers and hotel openings (Campaign UK 2009). Many customers are internet user. For 

example, in 2009, more than 85% of the Travelodge‟s reservations are made online (Campaign UK 

2009).  
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Having established a brand image in customer‟ minds, the hotels were able to achieve a 

differentiated position and to distinguish themselves from other hotels in the same market category 

(Hanaa &Nigel 2009). Pratt (2006) asserted that the only option for a hotel to create a differentiated 

position from competitors was to build a strong and emotional relationship with customers (Hanaa 

&Nigel 2009).  

 

The relationship marketing can achieve higher customer loyalty. Transactional approaches to 

marketing, through a sense of transparency and consistency in their dealing with customers, also 

can promote customer loyalty in hotels (Hanaa &Nigel 2009). The real loyal customers are deeply 

committed or have strong intentions to repurchase, recommend, and spend more (Getty & 

Thompson, 1994). 

 

Up until now, most of the above research has been found from either the retail industries or luxury 

hotels‟ point of view, such as Four Seasons Hotels, Hilton, Marriot, etc. But little research has been 

done on budget hotel. As the strong growth of budget hotel‟s potential, more research in this field is 

needed. Therefore, this work, from customers‟ point of view, analyzes how customers react with 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card promotional activity. 

 

1.3 Research Problem: 

How do the Swedish customers respond to the Budget hotel’s Loyalty 

Card promotional activity in Sweden? 

 

1.4. Purpose/ Aim: 

The purpose of the paper is finding out the Swedish customers‟ attitude and behaviors towards 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card; getting to know what factors influence Swedish customers‟ response 

towards the loyalty card and budget hotels in Sweden. 
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CHAPTER 2  

PROBLEM DISCUSSION, FRAME WORK AND DEMARCATIONS 

In Chapter2, the main research problem is discussed. Then, the Frame work shows that how the 

theories relate with the hypotheses and sub research questions. Finally, the demarcations are stated. 

 

2.1 problem discussion 

As the earlier discussion shows, business and tourism development are important factors which 

drive the development of the hotel business. In recent years, the number of business travels, leisure 

travelers increased greatly. This group of people is a profitable segment for budget hotels. As 

already mentioned in Chapter 1, budget hotel customers have some characteristics.  

- Firstly, „in expensive‟ is one of the most important criterion for them to choose 

accommodation. This customer segment have economic constrain. They do not want to 

spend too much money on luxury hotels which have many luxury services that they don‟t 

need.  

- Secondly, „clean, convenient and security‟ are the general requirements. „Luxury‟ is not 

necessary. They expect moderate accommodation conditions.  

- Thirdly, this group of customers is tending to search wide information through internet, 

travel agency, other influence groups, etc.  

- Fourthly, business travelers travel frequently. But destinations are similar. For example, 

businessmen always have the regular business travel in certain places. Leisure tourists 

always follow the similar traveling lines, which are recommended by influence groups.  

- Fifthly, this group of customers plays important role on world-mouth advertising. For 

example, they can transfer their attitude towards the hotels to others by internet such as 

Youtube, Facebook, etc. so that influence other potential customers‟ opinion.  

From the industry point of view, competition in hospitality industry is becoming intense. Budget 

hotels are facing strong competition not only from other rivals, but also from substitute competitors, 

such as luxury hotels, family hostel, café and bars which provide overnight service, etc. In order to 

attract and maintain customers, budget hotel operators implement varied promotional activities. 
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Loyalty card is one of the commonly used methods. However, there are some social criticisms for 

loyalty card. The implementation of Loyalty card cost a lot for hotels (Hsin-Hui et al 2009). 

Initiation and maintenance of such a program requires investment, and free rooms and other perks 

are expensive. As rewards improve, guests often seek the best deal, cheapest price and richest 

rewards. Many customers have multiple memberships in various branded restaurants or hotels 

(Mattila, 2001). The lower prices and rewards are often considered as bribes to manipulate customer 

loyalty and purchasing decisions. Besides, commercial use of the personal data has a potential for 

abuse. It is highly likely that consumer purchases are tracked and analyzed towards more efficient 

marketing and advertising. Customer‟s privacy is likely to be violated (Wikipedia 2010). 

 

Because, by using loyalty card, the customers can get some kind of profit, loyalty card can improve 

customer‟s loyalty to some extent. But the loyalty card receivers are not always loyal. A recent 

study by J.D. Power and Associates found that only a third of the 13,335 travelers surveyed showed 

strong loyalty to a specific hotel brand (as cited in Mattila, 2006). Unlike the manufacturing (or 

consumer good) industry, repeat purchase frequency would not be an adequate indicator of 

customer loyalty because loyalty in the hospitality field involves attitudinal and emotional 

commitment to a provider/brand (Heesup & Kisang 2009). The attitudinal approach to assessing the 

level of customer loyalty should be more focused (Hsin-Hui et al 2009). Repeat purchases may not 

always indicate that the customer keeps on recommending or maintaining a favorable attitude 

toward the provider (Heesup & Kisang 2009). These are transactional-driven customers who may 

buy a product once or repeatedly, due to convenience or high-switching costs, with no feeling of 

commitment or willingness to develop a closer relationship with the supplier (Hanaa &Nigel 2009). 

Besides, as more and more hotels implement the Loyalty card service, it is quite common that 

customers‟ brand loyalty is influenced. They hold many hotels‟ Loyalty card. Their decision-making 

is easily influenced by different promotional activates. The customers who have no loyalty cards 

would likely feel that they are treated differently.  

 

This paper focuses on Swedish budget hotel sector and how Swedish customers response to loyalty 

cards. According to the customers‟ emotion development towards‟ the budget hotels, four sub 

questions are designed as follow: 
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Q1. In what way does a budget hotel‟s loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ awareness 

with this hotel during their information searching process? 

Q2. In what way does a budget hotel‟s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ preferences 

with this hotel during their decision making process?  

Q3. In what way does a budget hotel‟s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ satisfaction 

with this hotel during their service using process? 

Q4. In what way does a budget hotel‟s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ loyalty with 

this hotel after their service using?  

 

These four questions join together to support the main research problem‟s analysis. As the four sub 

questions show, the research problem is studied according to the purchasing process from 

„information searching‟ to „decision making‟; then to „service using‟; after that to „after service 

using‟. The four research questions are analyzed and answered by help of hypotheses.  

 

Hypothesis1: Customers‟ awareness can be increased by the Budget hotel‟s Loyalty card.  

Hypothesis2: Customer‟s preferences can be increased by the Budget hotel‟s Loyalty card. 

Hypothesis3: Customers‟ satisfaction can be increased by the Budget hotel‟s Loyalty card 

Hypothesis4: Customers‟ loyalty can be increased by the Budget hotel‟s Loyalty card. 

 

2.2 Frame work 

The following figure shows the theory that each hypothesis is related with. Also other research 

results, literature, web-information etc. will be used as tools when analyzing the primary data.  

Figure 1: 

Question & Hypothesis       relate to            Theory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Q1 &Hypothesis1) 

Customers‟ awareness can be increased 

by the budget hotel‟s Loyalty card. 

(Q2 &Hypothesis2) 

Customer‟s preference can be increased 

by the budget hotel‟s Loyalty card 

 Customer Purchasing decision 

making 

 Customer purchasing decision 

making 

 Marketing communication, 

Sales promotion, Pricing 
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2.3 Demarcations 

There are some Demarcations in this paper. First of all, as this paper is done from a customers‟ 

perspective, I only discuss my hypothesis from that focus. Businessmen and leisure travelers are the 

two main customer segments for budget hotels. So, this paper only studies businessmen and leisure 

travelers. Hotels‟ supposed opinion of their customer is not considered. Second, this paper only 

focuses on Swedish customers. Because of the time limitation, the research is processed only with 

qualitative interviews in Karlstad. The interviewee group size is 23 (the interview is stopped when I 

can not get new ideas). Large sample sized quantitative research has not implemented. Interviewees‟ 

age range is from 18 to 45. This range of customers have mature consuming concept, have had 

travel experience, will have more travel potential in the future; in some extent, this age range 

customers have certain economic constrain either from themselves or from other sources such as 

company or family; this age range customers are more easily influenced by external factors such as 

internet. So, the study result would have certain deviation when matching with each individual 

Swedish customer at all age all over Sweden. Third, the research result is for the budget hotels, 

which are currently operating in Sweden. The primary data is based on qualitative interviews during 

April and May 2010. No on-going research will be followed in the future. So, with the customers‟ 

situation change, this research result should be updated some years later. Fourth, the aim of this 

paper is analyzing the customers‟ general opinion on budget hotel‟s loyalty cards. Therefore, no 

specific hotel is particularly concerned. The budget hotel brands‟ country of origin is not concerned. 

They can be domestic brands as well as international brands. 

 

(Q4 &Hypothesis4) 

Customers‟ loyalty can be increased by 

budget hotel‟s Loyalty card. 

(Q3 &Hypothesis3) 

Customers‟ satisfaction can be increased 

by budget hotel‟s loyalty card 

 Customer satisfaction and 

loyalty;  

 Personality and Marketing 

segmentation 

 Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) and 

Relationship marketing 
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CHAPTER 3 THEORY 

This is a chapter, in which the relevant theories are stated. In general, the theories are divided into 

five segments, Customer purchasing decision making; Marketing communication, Sales promotion, 

Pricing; Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Relationship marketing; Customer 

satisfaction and loyalty; Personality and Marketing segmentation. These theories are used as the 

basic knowledge that supports this thesis. Some of the theories are also discussed in the Chapter 6. 

3.1 Customer Purchasing decision making 

When a company implements a loyalty card, first of all, the company should understand how 

customers‟ process their purchasing decision; what factors‟ influence customers‟ decision making. 

The hospitality industry, as a business providing service, should also concern customers‟ purchasing 

decision making process carefully.  

 

I have chosen a model from the Leon &Leslie (2007) as a starting point for my theoretical 

framework, but given my aim I have to make some changes
2
 to the model. The input component of 

the decision-making model draws on external influences that serve as sources of information about 

a particular product and influence a customer‟s product-related values, attitudes, and behavior. The 

process component of the model is concerned with how customers make decisions. The output 

portion of the customer decision-making concerns two closely associated kinds of post-decision 

activity: purchase behavior and post purchase evaluation. The objective of both activities is to 

increase the customer‟s satisfaction with his or her purchase.  

 

Figure 2 ‘A simple Model of Consumer Decision Making’ Leon &Leslie (2007) (modified version) 

 (1) External influences (Input)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 In the original model, they have several examples under Firm’s Marketing Efforts, Social cultural Environment and Psychological 

Field. I only keep the ones that I think useful for my thesis. I skip the rest examples that don‟t relate with my thesis. The other parts 

of the model are the same as the original one.  

Social cultural Environment 

  

Such as Family, reference 

group, sub culture and culture 

etc. 

Firm’s Marketing Efforts: 

 

Such as promotion, price, 

etc. 
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(2) Consumer Decision Making (Process) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) Post decision behavior (Output)       

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the customer‟s purchasing decision making process is an important beginning for 

budget hotels making proper promotional strategy to attract new customers and keep existing 

customers.  

 

3.2 Marketing communication, Sales promotion, Pricing 

Marketing communication plays an important role for budget hotels‟ marketing strategy. According 

to Ghris (2009), marketing communications is a management process through which an 

organization engages with its various audiences. Through an understanding of an audience‟s 

preferred communication environments, organizations seek to develop and present messages for its 

identified stakeholder groups, before evaluating and acting upon any responses. By conveying 

messages that are of significant value, audiences are encouraged to offer attitudinal, emotional and 

behavioral responses. Marketing communication can engage audiences with a view to differentiate 

product/ services, reinforce beliefs and experiences, inform on availability and finally, persuade 

audiences to behave in particular ways. 

 

As an important part of the marketing communication mix, sales promotion is strategically 

important for a business, which seeks to offer additional value as an inducement to generate an 

immediate sale. Successful sales promotion schemes are those that enable members to perceive 

Need 

Recognition 

 

Pre purchase 

Search 

 

Evaluation of 

Alternatives 

Psychological Field: 

 

Such as perception, 

personality, attitudes, etc. 

experience 

Post purchase 

Evaluation 

Purchase  

1, Trial 

2, Repeat purchase 
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significant value associated with their continued association with a scheme. In many ways these 

sales promotion schemes are a function of customer convenience and all that they achieve is 

sufficient leverage to hold on to a customer a fraction longer than might have been possible in the 

absence of the scheme. In recent years, the sales promotional development is influenced greatly by 

loyalty programs (Ghris 2009), According to Hallberg (2004), five levels of customers‟ emotional 

loyalty are designed against the company‟s brand. They are „no presence‟ level, in which customer 

is unaware of a brand and so there is no emotional loyalty; „presence‟ level, in which there is 

awareness but emotional loyalty is minimal; „relevance and performance‟ level, in which the 

customers begins to feel that the brand is acceptable in terms of meeting their needs; „advantage‟ 

level, in which the customers feel that the brand is superior with regard to a particular attribute and 

„bonding‟ level, in which emotional loyalty is at the highest because consumers feel the band has 

several unique properties. A company‟s significant financial returns are gained only when the 

highest level of loyalty is achieved. 

 

In the marketing communication process, pricing is an important factor which influence customers‟ 

emotional loyalty. Price is often used as a cue in their expectations of the product/service 

performance (Heesup & Kisang 2009). Zeithaml (1988) defined price as “what is given up or 

sacrificed to obtain a product”. Price is distinguished as objective price and perceived price (Jacoby 

& Olson, 1977). While objective price is the actual price of a product/ service, perceived price 

indicates the price as encoded by the customer (Jacoby & Olson, 1977). Customers do not 

know/remember the actual price of a specific product/service, but they encode the price in ways that 

are meaningful to them (Zeithaml, 1983).  

 

When budget hotel customers choose accommodation, their decision making process is greatly 

influenced by the hotels‟ marketing communication strategy, such as sales promotion or loyalty 

program. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of the marketing communication strategy is also influenced 

greatly by the customers‟ emotional loyalty level. 

 

3.3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Relationship marketing 
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To increase customer loyalty and keeping customer‟s retention, company should concern on 

building a good relationship with customers and doing effort on relationship marketing. Customer 

Relationship Management can be defined according to Chen et al (2003, p1) as „a combination of 

people, processes and technology that seeks to understand a company‟s customers. It is an 

integrated approach to managing relationships by focusing on customer retention and relationship 

development‟. According to Anna (2006), when competition is high, a company must try to meet 

every single customer‟s needs and expectations so that keep the customer. They also have to try to 

create a feeling of loyalty from the customer to the company. To do this, the company must have a 

close relationship to the customer. But, some customers care about quality, value, service and time 

saved instead of the low price. In some cases these customers are even willing to pay a little bit 

more just for convenience. The focus on customer relationship management (CRM) enables 

companies to get a better understanding about the customers‟ current needs, what they have done in 

the past, and what they plan to do in the future to meet their own objectives (Anna 2006). The goal 

of CRM is to improve the customer‟s experience on how they interact with the company, which 

hopefully creates more satisfaction, which yields more loyalty.  

 

However, a company has a great challenge to manage customer relationship. It is very important 

that companies understand that a „Satisfied‟ customer isn‟t always a loyal customer because 

different customers value different things. Different customers have different standards when 

choosing a supplier. Therefore, it‟s very important that companies know their customers and who 

they should focus their marketing efforts on. Companies should be aware that all of their customers 

don‟t want a long term relationship. There are customers that are only interested in the price and 

therefore it‟s hard to make them loyal to the company. These customers will leave if they are 

offered a lower price somewhere else (Newell, 2000). Therefore, companies won‟t be able to 

manage customer relationships with every customer. Instead, they should focus on the customers 

who have the best potential to become profitable, since they want to invest their CRM efforts to the 

ones who will bring the most profitable return (Newell, 2000). 

 

Relationship marketing can be defined according to Gummesson (2002) as „marketing based on 

interaction within networks of relationships‟. Thus it is important to have good relations to all 
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parties interacting within a network. Gummesson (2002) also state that the companies should take 

care of existing customers and that they should try to build up long-term relationships to them 

because loyal customers are less price sensitive and do not switch over to a competitor so easily.   

 

Nowadays, budget hotels are facing great competition not only from rivals, but also from other 

competitors such as luxury hotels. As the previous research shows in Chapter 1, gaining a new 

customer is much more expensive than keeping one. Therefore, building a strong relationship is 

definitely important for budget hotel‟s development. 

 

3.4. Customer satisfaction and loyalty 

In order to maintain relationship with customers, budget hotel has to think about customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty, since these two factors determine whether the company‟s 

relationship with customers is tight and stable. Hunt (1977) defined satisfaction as “an evaluation 

rendered that the consumption experience was at least as good as it was supposed to be”. Satisfied 

customers give the company a possibility to expand and to gain a higher market share which in the 

long run will lead to an improved profitability (Anna 2006). 

 

Hallowell (1996) indicated that there is a connection between customer satisfaction, customer 

loyalty and profitability. The improvement of customer satisfaction leads to an increased 

profitability. However, the company should not try to satisfy all of their customers, because some 

customers will never be satisfied or will never be profitable for the company. The company should 

therefore concentrate their efforts on the customers that they can satisfy in a profitable way (Anna 

2006). 

 

Loyalty is a consequence of consistent repeat purchase frequency of a single store/brand as well as 

favorable attitude (Heesup & Kisang 2009). The customer loyalty can be viewed from two points, 

behavioral dimension and attitudinal dimension. The attitudinal dimension considers psychological 

(decision-making or evaluative) commitment toward the store/brand. On the other hand, the 

behavioral dimension considers consistent repeat purchase frequency. The behavioral dimension 

disregards decision-making processes, which do not differentiate brand loyalty from simple repeat 
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purchasing behavior (Dick & Basu, 1994). That is, repeat purchases are not always the outcome of a 

psychological (decision-making or evaluative) commitment to the brand/store (Tepeci, 1999). 

Furthermore, measuring customer loyalty with the behavioral dimension included, frequently 

involves improper multiplication of attitudinal and behavioral attributes (Heesup & Kisang 2009). 

Reichheld (2001) state that the longer a customer stays with the company, the more valuable the 

customer becomes, since long-term customers are less price sensitive. They tend to spend more 

money on the company‟s product/ service. Meanwhile, the loyal customer is also more likely to 

recommend the product/service to their friends and colleagues; they are a great source of 

word-of-mouth advertising (Anna 2006). 

 

According to Heesup & Kisang (2009), customer loyalty is greatly influenced by customer 

satisfaction and price perception. Customer‟s satisfaction is affected by price perception as well. 

Figure 3 

 

Heesup & Kisang (2009) 

Therefore, budget hotels not only should concern the importance of customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty, but also think about the relationship between customer satisfaction, customer 

loyalty and price perception.  

 

3.5. Personality and Marketing segmentation  

After the understanding of the general information stated above, budget hotels should emphasize on 

individual customers personality, segment them into different groups and make proper marketing 

strategy for each segment. So that increasing the effectiveness of marketing strategy and decrease 

marketing cost. According to Leon & Leslie (2007), Personality is defined as those inner 

psychological characteristics that both determine and reflect how a person responds to his or her 
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environment. The personality emphasizes on inner characteristics. The inner characteristics are 

those specific qualities, attributes, traits, factors, and mannerisms that distinguish one individual 

from other individual. The personality, which reflects individual differences, is consistent and 

enduring. An individual‟s personality is a unique combination of factors. Therefore, many 

individuals may be similar in terms of a single personality characteristic but not in terms of others. 

Personality is a useful concept because it enables us to categorize customers into different groups 

on the basis of one or even several traits. Although marketers cannot change customers‟ 

personalities to conform to their products, but if they know which personality characteristics 

influence specific customer responses, they can attempt to appeal to the relevant traits inherent in 

their target group of customers. So segmenting customers according to the personality is important. 

 

Market segmentation is defined as the process of dividing a market into distinct subsets of 

consumers with common needs or characteristics and selecting one or more segments to target with 

a distinct marketing mix (Leon & Leslie 2007) In general, the marketing strategy consists of three 

steps. Market segmentation is the first step - to segment the market into homogeneous clusters. The 

second step is select one or more segments to target. The third step is positioning the company‟s 

offer so that it is perceived by the customers in each target segment as satisfying their needs better 

than other competitive offerings. A market segment should be identifiable, sufficient (in terms of 

size), stable or growing, and accessible in terms of both media and cost. To accomplish the goal, the 

marketer must also decide on a specific marketing mix, including the factors such as a specific 

product, price, channel, or promotional appeal for each distinct segment. 
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CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY 

In Chapter4, the research methodology is stated. The information include research approach, 

Primary Data collection method, Research design, Data collection, Reliability, Validity and 

Research process frame work. 

 

4.1 Research approach 

In general, there are two kinds of research approaches: deductive approach and inductive approach. 

Their pure forms are used primarily in natural science. Deductive analysis is an approach which is 

„from theory to observation‟. It starts from the theories that are available and measurable parts of 

the theories (hypothesis) are compared with the phenomenon that is examined. From the results of 

the comparison (test), the researcher is able to draw conclusions about the theory. Oppositely, 

inductive analysis is an approach which is „from observation to theory‟. It refers an activity where 

the researcher develops theories and models based on findings and observations from real life 

(Anna 2006).   

 

This thesis roughly follows an inductive approach. Based on the marketing research result, I ask 

questions about the hypotheses and try to describe and understand how customers think and feel 

about the questions involved in the hypotheses. Then, according to the theories and the literature 

review, I further analyze my results and draw conclusions. 

 

4.2 Primary Data collection method 

There are two ways of data collection, namely quantitative collection and qualitative collection. In 

quantitative research, the conclusions are based on statistic data, formalized and structured ways of 

working where the researcher is spectator and not a part of what he is studying (Anna 2006). 

Qualitative research is a research strategy that usually emphasizes words rather than quantification 

in the collection and analysis of data. Qualitative research tends to be concerned with words rather 

than numbers (Alan & Emma 2007). Qualitative research is an approach that provides rich 
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descriptions of peoples‟ feelings, meanings and the interpretations given to events and behavior 

(Silverman, 2000). 

 

As the purpose of this paper is finding out customers‟ feelings and response of budget hotel‟s 

loyalty card, compared with quantitative research, qualitative collection techniques are much more 

suitable in this paper. The data come from qualitative interviews, which can create a deep 

understanding about the main research problem. Therefore, this paper applies a qualitative research 

approach. 

 

4.3 Research design 

According to Alan & Emma (2007), there are five types of research designs commonly used: 

comparative design; longitudinal design; experimental design; case study design and social survey 

design. By using Comparative design, with logical comparison of two or more contrasting cases, the 

researcher can understand social phenomena better. Longitudinal design is typically used to map 

change in business and management research. It is a way of providing data on the mechanisms and 

processes through which changes are created. Experimental design enables to study certain variable 

and to investigate what could affect these variables. Case study design is an investigation on small 

delimited group, where a „case‟ can be an individual, a group of individuals, an organization or a 

situation. Social survey design means that the researcher does an investigation on a large delimited 

group with the help of for example a questionnaire on an interview. Survey investigations make it 

possible to gather the exact information the researcher is looking for and it is often used to answer 

questions like what, when and how.  

 

As stated earlier, this paper aims to find out customers‟ feeling by way of qualitative interviews. 

Therefore, this paper is designed as a social survey, and I have selected a group of interviewees as 

sample for my interviews. 
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4.4 Data collection 

4.4 1 Secondary data collection 

Theories and literatures are mainly from Karlstad University library. Online resources are from 

databases such as „Business Source Premier‟; Journals are from „Hospitality Lodging‟, „Hospitality 

research journal‟, „Hotel & motel management‟ and „Hotels‟. Some are found from Google scholar. 

Key words are: budget hotels, Loyalty, customer relationship management. Most of the articles and 

journals are published after 2000.  

 

4.4.2 Primary data collection 

In order to find out the Swedish businessmen and leisure travellers‟ response of Budget Hotel‟s 

Loyalty card programme, the secondary data is not enough. Primary data is needed. In this thesis, 

the qualitative interview is implemented as the research instrument. According to Alan & Emma 

(2007), Qualitative interview seems to denote an unstructured interview but more frequently it is a 

general term that embraces interviews of both the semi-structured and unstructured kind. In an 

unstructured interview, the interview typically has only a list of topics or issues, often called an 

interview guide, that are covered. The style of questioning is usually informal. The phrasing and 

sequencing of questions will vary from interview to interview. Semi-structured interview is a term 

that covers a wide range of instances. It typically refers to a context in which the interviewer has a 

series of questions that are in the general form of an interview schedule but is able to vary the 

sequence of questions. The questions are frequently somewhat more general in their frame of 

reference than that typically found in a structured interview schedule. Also, the interviewer usually 

has some latitude to ask further questions in response to what is seen as significant replies (Alan & 

Emma 2007). A qualitative interview process is flexible. The emphasis must be on how the 

interviewee frames and understands issues and events. That is, what the interviewee views as 

important in explaining and understanding events, patterns, and forms of behaviors. 

 

Interviewee selection 
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Altogether the interviewee group size is 23 (the interview is stopped when I can not get new ideas) 

Because of the time limitation, the research is processed only in Karlstad. Interviewees‟ age range 

is from 18 to 45 years old, who are considered to have mature consuming concept, have had travel 

experience and will have more travel potential in the future. In some extent, this age range 

customers could have certain economic constrain either from themselves or from other sources 

such as company or family; this age range customers are supposed more easily influenced by 

external factors, such as internet.  

 

Interview guides 

According to Alan & Emma (2007), the interview guide is employed to refer to the brief list of 

memory prompts of areas to be covered that is often employed in unstructured interviewing or to 

the somewhat more structured list of issues to be addressed or questions to be asked in 

semi-structured interviewing. Moreover, an interview guide does not necessarily have to comprise 

written words; instead it can take the form of a series of visual prompts related to a subject.  

 

In my thesis, the interview starts with asking interviewee‟s basic personal information. Altogether 

there are six main parts in the interview guides. The first part can come out the information about 

the Swedish customers‟ general attitude towards the loyalty card. The next four parts are designed 

according to the four sub research questions. The last part is direct questions, from which 

interviewees‟ direct opinion about the budget hotel‟s loyalty card can come out. In each part, there 

are some guiding questions which have already prepared for the interviewees to answer. Then, 

according to the conversation, the interviewees are asked further questions if it is necessary.  

 

Interview data collection 

The interview takes place in Karlstad University. The whole interview work has been done within 

three days. When doing the interview, all interviewees have relaxed conversation environment. The 

interview is processed in English. 

 

Data analyze 

The information from the interview is viewed as primary data. After finishing all the interviews, all 
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primary data is coded, generated into concepts and saturated into categories; then comes out the 

relationships between these categories. After then, they are used to test the hypotheses and come 

out final research result in the end. 

 

4.5 Reliability 

If a research instrument is reliable, it can produce the same data time after time on each occasion 

that it is used. So a research instrument is at a good level of reliability if it can come out with 

consistent results (Martyn 2007). 

 

Reliability in qualitative research is difficult to keep. Because it is impossible to freeze a social 

setting and the circumstances of an initial study to make it replicable in the sense in which the term 

is usually employed (Alan & Emma 2007). Researcher can report a detailed protocol for how the 

data were collected so that the procedure of a qualitative study might be replicated in another setting 

(Anna 2006). In my thesis, the interview guide is attached in the appendix1. Interviewees‟ answers 

are generated in a condensed version and showed in this appendix2.  

 

4.6 Validity 

To keep validity, the interview guide is designed as simple as possible. All the interview guide 

questions are tested in advance, so that to reduce misunderstanding. All the interviewees have 

certain experience about booking budget hotels. Therefore, their answers are their real opinion from 

reality. During the interview, interviewer‟s questions are repeated, so that make sure the 

interviewees can fully understand the meaning. 

 

4.7 Research process frame work 

The main goal for this marketing research is answering the main research problem of this paper. 

The following figure 4 shows the link among „customers‟ decision making process‟, „Hypotheses‟, 

„sub research questions‟ and „theories‟. It is the main research structure of the whole thesis.  
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Figure 4 
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CHAPTER 5 EMPIRICAL FINDING 

This Chapter shows the data collected from the interviews. This interview data is coded, generated 

into concepts and saturated into categories; in general, this data is structured with six parts. In the 

first section, interviewees’ general view of loyalty card is shown. In the following four sections, the 

data is directly support to the four hypotheses and the four sub research questions. In the last 

section, interviewees’ other opinion is collected and future support to solve the four hypotheses and 

four research questions. 

 

5.1 Interviewees’ attitude towards loyalty card 

All the interviewees said that they have more than one loyalty card, such as book store loyalty card, 

fashion store loyalty card, supermarket or petrol station loyalty card. They are loyalty card holder, 

but when they buy a product from the loyalty card company, they use the loyalty cards not often. In 

general, these interviewees treat the loyalty cards in three ways.  

 First, someone said they never use them. They register the loyalty card only because the 

registration cost nothing. They don‟t care about the small benefit or accumulated loyalty card 

points. „… I don‟t want to transfer among different stores only for buying a package of milk 

with 1 SEK discount, hehe…I don‟t want to make my life complex in that way…‟ one of the 

interviewee said. 

 Second, others said they remember that they have the loyalty card when they pay. They always 

forget to use them or can‟t find them. But they don‟t feel pity for it. 

 Third, some also said they consider using the loyalty cards under two general situations. One is 

when the product is not frequently purchased, but the price is high; if they use the loyalty card, 

they can get big discount or other benefit. The other situation is when they are loyal customers 

of a store/company. Their buying frequency is often. Such as Petroleum Company and Fashion 

store. These interviewees also said they also hold other loyalty cards that they seldom use at all. 

 

My data focus interviewees‟ view and their real behaviors towards the loyalty cards that they have 

already had. These loyalty cards are from any kinds of business/companies. All my interviewees are 

loyalty card holders. Some of them use loyalty card once in a while. But nobody said that they use 
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all of their loyalty cards for every transaction. All of the interviewees‟ have no loyalty card from 

budget hotel. But this general view also includes their view about budget hotel‟s loyalty card. My 

data covers opinions are from both business traveling interviewees as well as leisure traveling 

interviewees. 

 

5.2 Budget Hotel’s Brand awareness & Loyalty card 

5.2.1 The media and reference group 

All of my interviewees agree that the internet is the main media for them to search hotel 

information. Some interviewees said they search internet information firstly. Then they call the 

hotel directly, talk with the hotel reception for detain information and double confirm the 

information on their website, such as price. 

 

Reference group also have impact on my interviewees. The interviewees much rely on reference 

group when they are going to choose an unfamiliar hotel that they have never used before. The main 

reference people are from family (parents), friends and other previous customers‟ comments on 

website (in some hotel information website, there is a place where both previous customers and 

potential customers can share their opinions). 

 

5.2.2 Pre-purchasing concerning factors 

When my interviewees have a hotel service need, both Business Traveling Interviewees (BTI) and 

Leisure Traveling Interviewees (LTI)
3
 concern very much on „price’, ‘location’ and ‘quality’ as the 

three most critical requirements. Other factors, such as environment, cleanness, friendly employees, 

convenient service offers and simple way of living rules are also important, but not as important as 

the first three main factors.  

 

Arjan
4
 said „price and quality are very important for me. But, of course, price and quality relate 

with each other. Sometimes, I willing to pay a little bit more for a better service quality.‟ Camilar, 

who is a 27 years old student in Karlstad University, she said „Location, price and quality are 

                                                        
3 In this paper, business traveling interviewees is shorted by BTI; leisure traveling interviewees is shorted by LBI. 
4 In the following, I will name the interviewees by their first names. 
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definitely important. But I concern more about the purpose of the trip. I often travel with my 

boyfriend. I concern more about the romantic environment and living with many young people 

customers…‟  

 

The BTI think that they concern more on the „price level‟ (the „price level‟ means the general ranks 

by luxury, ordinary or cheap). But they don‟t care the small price differences among hotels which 

are in the same level. Mikael, who works in auditing company in Karlstad, said „…My boss doesn’t 

tell me how much the highest price hotel I can live. But, of course, I know he doesn’t expect I live in 

an expensive luxury hotel. The hotel bill will be paid by my company. So before I choose hotel for 

my business travel, I do not concern on the small price differences among hotels in the same price 

level…‟ 

 

5.2.3 Key advertisement factors which attract customers’ first impression 

When the interviewees are asked „which is the most attractive thing that drive you to click and read 

the detail advertisement information?‟ Their answers mostly concern on ‘convenient Location’, ‘low 

Price‟ and „the nice accommodation environment picture‟. On this question, both BTI and LTI‟s 

opinions are quite similar. Milan said „I prefer to check the hotel ranking grade, which is according 

to the previous customers’ comments. The experienced customers’ opinion is much more reliable…’ 

David said ‘…Well, I only believe familiar website advertisement. I check its hotel advertisement 

one by one. I think all of those hotels offer are attractive for me…‟ 

 

5.2.4 Interviewees’ attitude towards membership price 

Many hospitality-website or budget hotel home-website often have membership price offers which 

are for loyalty card holding customers. The membership price is usually much lower than the 

ordinary price. However, some hotels‟ membership prices are only for a basic service, which is not 

enough to satisfy customers‟ need. In order to get an ordinary service, customers have to pay some 

other service. Therefore, the add-up price is not cheap. So some customers consider this kind of 

membership price as a “business lie”. From the interviews, I get the information that most of the 

BTI and LTI interviewees believe this kind of information. They seldom doubt the truth of the 

information. Some others said they mostly believe what is stated in the information. But they still 
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want to call the hotel in order to make sure there is no extra cost. What‟s more, if the membership 

price is very low; and if the loyalty card application procedure is not complex, they would think 

about registering a loyalty card. 

 

In general, when my interviewees have an accommodation need and start searching hotel 

information, they mainly use internet to find advertisement. When they are tending to choose an 

unfamiliar hotel, they are greatly influenced by reference groups. „Location‟, „price‟ and „quality‟ 

are the three conditions that they mainly concern. In the hotel advertisements, „Location‟, „low price‟ 

and „nice hotel environment picture ‟are the three main factors attract their eyes. Most of the 

interviewees believe the budget hotels‟ membership price although some of them still want to call 

hotel firstly. If the membership price is very low, some of the interviewees are encouraged of being 

a loyalty card holder. 

 

5.3 Budget Hotel’s preference & Loyalty card 

Unfortunately, my interviewees don‟t have budget hotel‟s loyalty card. Therefore, I had to ask them 

to suppose that they have a budget hotel‟s loyalty card. Then get their opinion. In this part, BTI and 

LTI‟s opinions are similar. 

 

5.3.1 Interviewees’ opinion about holding a budget hotel’s loyalty card 

Most of the interviewees think that the budget hotel‟s loyalty card only mean some kind of discount 

or some extra service offer. They would consider using it if the loyalty card rule is not complex. 

However, most of them think they won‟t behave too much loyalty to the membership hotel.  

 

5.3.2. Interviewees’ preference about choosing membership hotel and non membership hotel
5
 

When the interviewees were asked that „if there are two accommodation offers, one is from 

membership hotel, which provides you 900SEK/night discount price for loyalty card holder (the 

original price is 1200SEK/night); the other offer is from a non membership hotel which also offer 

900SEK/night for all customers. Which one would you choose?‟ most of these interviewees said 

                                                        
5 Membership hotel means the hotel which the interviewee (is supposed to) hold the loyalty card of.  

Non membership hotel means the hotel which the interviewee (is supposed to) don‟t hold the loyalty card of. 
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they would choose the membership hotel. Because the original price of the membership hotel is 

higher than the second one‟s. The quality and service is perceived to be better than the second one. 

Some of the interviewees said they feel the price of the membership hotel is cheaper than the non 

membership one. Also someone said if they were loyalty card holder, they have the experience of 

the membership hotel‟s service. They don‟t want to take the risk to choose an unfamiliar hotel 

although both of the two offers‟ actual prices are the same. 

 

Then my interviewees were asked another question „if the membership hotel’s offer-- 900SEK/night 

is for all customers both loyalty card holder and non loyalty card holder; the other one is still the 

original price 900SEK/night for all customers. Which one would you like to choose?‟ Some of the 

interviewees said they still would like to choose the membership hotel, since they have the previous 

experience of living in this hotel. Others (all of these people are LTI) think they would concern 

other factors to make the decision, but not only price. Diana said „Well, if the quality of the two 

offers is similar, I have no feeling about whether I should choose the loyalty card hotel. The 

accumulated point of additional offer from the budget hotel’s loyalty card is not that important‟ 

When actual price changes, interviewee‟s preference movement is shown as the following graph: 

Figure 5 
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When the interviewees were asked their opinion about the loyalty card benefit, some interviewees 

said the budget hotel‟s loyalty card benefit is important. This benefit is attractive for them. However, 

some others think this benefit is good. But it is not big enough to make them feel exited. Camila 

said „if the loyalty card’s using rules are simple, then the benefit is attractive for me. If the rules are 

complex or need long time to get this benefit, I don’t care much about the benefit.‟ 

 

In general, the interviewees think budget hotel‟s loyalty card only mean some kind of discount or 

extra service. The interviewees didn‟t think they would commit great loyalty towards the 

membership budget hotel. When the interviewees are facing two hotel offers, if the membership 

hotel‟s original price is higher than the non membership hotel‟s original price (but the actual prices 

are the same), most of interviewees would choose the membership hotel because they consider it as 

a higher quality and service; cheap price and they have experience before. But if the two offer‟s 

original price and the actual price are the same. Then, some interviewees would choose membership 

hotel because they have experience before. But some LTI would consider some other factors to 

support their decision making. Some of these interviewees think the budget hotel‟s loyalty card‟s 

benefit is very attractive. Others think it is attractive, but is not as much as making them feels 

excited. They concern the benefit is important only when they can get it in a simple way.  

 

5.3. Interviewee’s satisfaction towards Hotel & hotel’s loyalty card 

In this section, the data is about the interviewees‟ opinion about their satisfaction level related to the 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card. As all of them have no budget hotel‟s loyalty card at the moment, their 

opinion is also depending on their imagination or from their logical thinking. 

 

5.4.1. Interviewee’s opinion about private information protection 

All of my interviewees think that it is fine for them to provide their personal information to the 

budget hotel for registering a loyalty card, such as personal number, income level. They trust the 

budget hotel can protect their private information from being used by other commercial companies 

or criminals. Some of them also think that the basic private information is not that secret. It is quite 

easy to get this information through internet. So it won‟t be dangerous if more people get this 
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information. Meanwhile, they also think if the budget hotel implements the loyalty card 

promotional activity, they must have an established system that can well protect customers‟ personal 

information. So the customers needn‟t to have this worry. 

 

5.4.2. Interviewees’ commercial advertisement 

When the customers register a loyalty card, they usually need to provide their contact information 

such as email address, telephone number. Some of the budget hotels use these contact information 

to send commercial advertisement to the loyalty card holders. Some of the interviewees thought that 

it would be nice to receive these commercial advertisements. They would like to know the latest 

hotel information even they have no travel plan currently. They would feel happy to receive these 

advertising emails and get to know the accommodation promotion news. Well, other interviewees 

think that it would be OK to receive these commercial advertisements. But they treat these 

commercial emails differently. There are mainly three ways. Some of them said they only read the 

title. If the title is very attractive and if the promotion price is very low, they would think about 

create travel plan. Some others said they read these commercial emails only when they have travel 

plan. There are also some interviewees said it‟s ok to receive these commercial emails. But they 

seldom read. They also think that these commercial emails shouldn‟t be sent too often. Otherwise, 

they would feel annoyed.  

Among my interviewees, nobody feel unhappy or angry with receiving commercial emails.  

 

5.4.3. Opinion about loyalty card holder and non loyalty card holder 

When the interviewees are asked the question, ‘When you are using a hotel’s service, what is your 

opinion of being a loyalty card holder and non loyalty card holder?‟ Most interviewees answered if 

they were loyalty card holders, they would feel good. They feel they are important for the hotel. Of 

course, they can get certain benefit as well. But if they were non loyalty card holder, it‟s ok. They 

don‟t have bad feeling. They don‟t feel they were treated differently compared with other loyalty 

card holders. Milan said „loyalty card for me is a tool for getting certain benefit in a simple way. If 

the rule of registering a loyalty card is not complex, I would like to register one. But I can not say 

how much enjoyment I get from the membership budget hotel.‟ 
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In general, the interviewees don‟t mind their private information is offered to budget hotel for 

registering loyalty card. Some of them feel the commercial information is good. Others think it is ok 

for them to receive, but they treat this commercial information in different ways. Nobody feel the 

commercial information is completely unacceptable. When they are using a budget hotel‟s service, 

if they were loyalty card holder, they feel good; if they were non loyalty card holder, they don‟t 

have bad feeling. BTI and LTI have the similar opinions in this section. 

 

5.5. Interviewee’s loyalty towards Hotel & hotel’s loyalty card 

The following data is also from the interviewees‟ imagination. There are some differences between 

leisure traveling interviewees and business traveling interviewees. 

 

5.5. 1. Loyalty card & repurchasing 

All of my interviewees think if they had a budget hotel‟s loyalty card and if they had used its 

service before, they would firstly consider this hotel for their next time hotel booking. But the LTI 

also followed by additional opinions. The LTI want to check other hotels and compare. Most of 

them consider themselves as rational customers. The LTI concerns more on the comprehensive 

evaluation. 

 

Well, most of the BTI think they don‟t want to switch out to other hotels if the membership hotel‟s 

service is not bad. 

 

5.5.2. Membership hotel & cheaper offer hotel 

All the LTI said they will switch their preference to other hotels which provide a cheaper offer. The 

switching speed is different. Some ones said they will change to other cheaper hotels immediately. 

They admitted that they are very price elastic. The rest LTI said they concern the switching cost as 

well. But the switching cost is not very important for them. 

 

For the BTI, they don‟t care about the small differences among the different budget hotels‟ offers. 

They won‟t switch their preference to other hotels unless the price gap is very big. 
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5.5.3. Interviewees’ relationship with a budget hotel 

All of my interviewees feel that it is fine to keep a relationship with a budget hotel. Both BTI and 

LTI had the same opinion. If this relationship could bring benefit to them physically and 

psychologically, they would feel happy to keep this relationship, such as the receptionist‟s warm 

greeting with their name, a birthday greeting by email or service suggestions by email. However, 

they didn‟t expect this relationship cost them too much time. 

 

5.5.4. Loyalty & loyalty card 

All of my interviewees agree that loyalty card do play a certain role in raising their loyalty towards 

a budget hotel. Some of the interviewees think that this influence is great. There are also some 

interviewees think that loyalty card maybe can improve their loyalty. But it happened only when the 

hotel offer them certain level benefit. 

 

BTI think if they hold a loyalty card for a budget hotel. Their buying behaviors would be influenced 

very much by it. The reason is not only because the price discount, but more because they are tired 

of changing hotels from one to another. 

 

In general, all of the interviewees think if they have used the membership hotels‟ service before, 

they would consider this hotel firstly for their next time hotel booking. If other hotels provide 

cheaper offers, the BTI think they won‟t change their preference. However, the LTI would switch 

out to other hotels. All of the interviewees think it is ok to keep a relationship with budget hotel if it 

doesn‟t cost too much time. In certain extent, Loyalty card can raise both BTI and LTI‟s loyalty 

towards membership budget hotels. The rising loyalty is especially strong for BTI.  

 

5.6. Direct questions 

5.6.1. Loyalty card & purchasing behavior 

All of the interviewees agree that budget hotels‟ loyalty card affect their purchasing behaviors in 

some ways. The more the benefit the loyalty card gives, the more effect the loyalty card has on 
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customers‟ purchasing behavior. Meanwhile, if they feel the membership hotel‟s service is good, 

they would like to positively recommend others as well. There are also some LTI said the loyalty 

card maybe affect them a little bit, but not really much.  

 

5.6.2. Budget hotel loyalty card & luxury hotel loyalty card 

When the interviewees were asked what is their opinion about the loyalty card differences between 

in budget hotels and luxury hotels, the LTI and BTI‟ opinions are different. 

 

LTI think luxury hotel‟s loyalty card is more important. The Loyalty card system is well managed. It 

can provide customers more benefit, better personal service; they also think luxury hotel loyalty 

card holders are always rich/well-known people. The LTI think their living condition level
6
 is far 

from the rich/well-known people. So, they feel the luxury hotels‟ loyalty card is not related with 

their life much; compared with holding a budget hotel‟s loyalty card, LTI psychologically didn‟t 

think they would feel proud of holding a luxury hotel‟s loyalty card; they didn‟t think they would 

feel good as belonging to a member of rich/well-known people neither. However, if they had a 

luxury hotels loyalty card and had a chance to use the luxury hotel‟s service with a membership 

discount, they would feel good. Milan said his own opinion „of course, the loyalty card in luxury 

hotel can offer a big amount of benefit to customers. But on the other hand, the customers have to 

pay more in the luxury hotel. for instance, high price rent or expensive extra service, etc. if 

calculating the loyalty card benefit in luxury hotel and in budget hotel from the total amount 

perspective, the luxury hotel loyalty card holder benefit more, but if we calculate the loyalty card 

benefit from the total percentage (benefit/total cost), the loyalty card holders from the luxury hotel 

and budget hotel benefit are similar percentage.‟ 

 

Well, the BTI have different opinion. They think holding a luxury hotel‟s loyalty card make them 

feel good. Enjoying a discount price, of course, is one of the reasons. Besides, they would feel they 

are important customers for the luxury hotel. They also would feel proud that their own companies 

are strong enough to afford their employees with such a good business travel conditions. 

                                                        
6 Living condition level: in this thesis, it means people‟s living habit, income level, expenditure level, etc, every thing that show a 

person‟s daily life status. 
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5.6.3. Switching out factors 

From the interview, both BTI and LTI, it shows that there are several factors that drive the 

interviewees switch their preference to other hotels. In general, they are price, service, location, 

quality, environment (quiet, romantic, clean, friendly, etc), better reputation (better experienced 

customers‟ comments). Among these factors, price is the most important criteria for the 

interviewees‟ decision making. All of the other factors influence the interviewees in some extent. 

 

5.6.4. Budget hotel’s loyalty card rules/instruction 

When the interviewees were asked their opinion about the loyalty card rules, most of them said they 

would skim the instruction. They would like to get the general meaning and remember the 

important things, but they won‟t spend much effort to remember the detail rules. They think the 

different budget hotels‟ loyalty card rules are quite similar, only with small differences. The benefit 

level should be quite similar. Melanie deals with the loyalty card instruction in different way. He 

said „… I would read the instruction carefully. When I lived in budget hotel in Gothenborg, I read 

the whole instructions thoroughly before I got to sleep. I think I remember most of the loyalty card 

information. But my purpose of reading the instruction is not because I was interested in the loyalty 

rules, but because I want to waste the boring time at that moment, haha…‟ 

 

In general, from these direct questions, I got to know that most interviewees agreed that budget 

hotels‟ loyalty card affect their purchasing behaviors in some extent. Most of LTI thought they don‟t 

have any psychological good feeling towards luxury hotels‟ loyalty card. But BTI consider the 

luxury hotels‟ loyalty card psychologically better than budget hotel loyalty card. For all of the 

interviewees, price, service, location, quality, environment and reputation are the factors that decide 

whether they switch out their preference to other hotels. Price is the most important one. All of the 

interviewees also agree that they would skim the loyalty card rules. They felt most of the budget 

hotels‟ loyalty card rules‟ are similar. 

 

5.7. Interviewees’ final suggestion for budget hotel 
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Before the interview ended, all of my interviewees are asked to give some comments on loyalty 

card to budget hotels, or give their other opinion freely. In general, there are three kinds of opinions. 

Some interviewees think that loyalty card is important for budget hotels to attract and keep 

customers. They recommend the budget hotels to implement this promotional activity. Others think 

the budget hotels‟ loyalty card is not very important for customers‟ buying decision making. They 

think this loyalty card influence very little on customers‟ loyalty. The rest of ones think that loyalty 

card is more meaningful for luxury hotels, but not very important for budget hotels. As the budget 

hotels have to spend money on managing this loyalty card system, their recommendation is that the 

budget hotel should stop the loyalty card activity. 
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CHAPTER 6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSTION 

This is an Analysis and Discussion chapter. The primary data in Chapter 5 and some of theories in 

Chapter3 are used for the analysis. Meanwhile, some of the previous research results in Literature 

background of Chapter1are tested whether they are consistent with this thesis’ results. 

 

6.1 Swedish customers’ general opinion towards loyalty card 

Loyalty card is one of the most widely used promotional tools. From the primary data, we get to 

know that the Swedish customers hold certain amount of loyalty cards. But their buying behaviors 

are not greatly influenced by loyalty cards. As the primary data 5.1 shows, no interviewees said they 

use all loyalty cards very often. For the Swedish customers, the effectiveness of loyalty card relates 

with two factors, namely, profit getting time and profit quantity. 

  

Profit Getting Time 

The amount of discount/benefit for a single buying transaction, such as buying a luxury suit 

influence the effectiveness of loyalty card greatly. As the previous research found, the effect of 

loyalty program is affected by time. If the customers can get large amount of discount in short time, 

they would feel the loyalty card is more useful for them saving money. Their buying frequency can 

be low, but they have a strong loyalty for the membership companies.  

 

Profit Quantity 

The other influential factor is the amount of accumulated benefit for a frequent buying process, such 

as buying petrol for cars. These products occupy large amount of people‟s daily expense. Although 

each transactional benefit by using loyalty card is not very big, the accumulated benefit is dramatic. 

Therefore, they are tending to keep using loyalty card in this case.  

 

However, for the inexpensive daily used products, such as food, the Swedish customers are not very 

sensitive about the loyalty card benefit. If they got this small benefit, they feel good. Otherwise, 

they don‟t feel bad.  
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Primary Finding 1 

For Swedish customers, the ‘profit getting time’ and ‘profit quantity’ are the two criterions for 

Swedish customers to decide whether they use loyalty cards. The faster the customers get profit, the 

stronger they feel interested in using loyalty card. The more accumulated profit the customer gets 

the stronger loyalty they have towards the membership company. When both of these two criterions 

are fulfilled, the Swedish customers decide to use loyalty card in a constant way. When one/two of 

the criterions miss, they may register the loyalty card, but they don‟t want to use it. 

 

6.2. Findings for Research question 1 

In what way does a budget hotel’s loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ awareness with this 

hotel during their information searching process? 

6.2.1. Assemblage of Price, location and quality 

The 1.1.3 information shows that budget hotel customers pursue low price, moderate quality, and 

convenient location. From the primary data, I also got the similar information that „price‟, „location‟ 

and „quality‟ are three most important criterions for Swedish customers when they are searching 

hotel information. But from the primary data 5.2, I know that Swedish customers consider these 

three criterions to relate with each other and affect each other. They are tending to find the best 

assemblage of the three criterions. This best assemblage needn‟t have to be the lowest price. 

Sometimes, customers are willing to pay a higher price for a higher quality and a convenient 

location. 

 

6.2.2. Loyalty card for leisure travelers (LT) and business travelers (BT) 

Swedish customers believe that the membership price which is shown on the hotel website is true. 

Although some customers still feel that they want to call the hotel directly to double confirm the 

promotional price, this kind of sales promotion is effective in Sweden. 

 

LT are more price sensitive than BT. Price is more important for LT. Although BT also concern on 

price, as the primary data shows, if the price doesn‟t exceed a certain level, they still feel it is 

acceptable. Besides, from the information in Chapter 2, BT concerns more on quality and location. 
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So, a loyalty card is much more attractive for LT from the price discount perspectives. For the BT, 

the loyalty card‟s attractive points are additional service and convenient location. Adjusting the 

membership price level would influence LT‟s buying behaviors, but have very little influence on 

BT‟s buying behaviors. However, once the BT is satisfied with a budget hotel‟s service, they are 

much more likely to repurchase and show stronger loyalty for the hotel. 

 

6.2.3. External influences factors 

According to the theory 3.1, there are external influences that affect customers‟ decision making, 

„firm‟s marketing efforts‟ and „social cultural environment‟. „Firm‟s marketing efforts‟ includes 

product, promotion and price; „social cultural environment‟ includes family, sub culture and culture. 

These external influential factors provide customers with the most original information before they 

process their buying decision making. If the customers are affected by these external factors, their 

awareness of certain brands would be increased, and thus they will be more likely to consider these 

brands in their buying decision making. Therefore, loyalty card, as a promotion tool, is not the only 

external influence factor. All of these external factors join together and influence the customers‟ 

awareness towards certain brands. 

 

Unlike other products, hotel service purchasing has two unique characteristics, „distance purchasing‟ 

and „time gap‟. When a customer needs a hotel somewhere for a certain time, that place must be far 

away from the customers‟ current place. The check-in day must be sometime after the current time. 

Therefore, it is often hard for customers to know how the hotel‟s service exactly is when they 

progress their buying decision.  

 

Due to the lack of information, the customers are likely to be influenced by the „experience‟. The 

experience could come from their relatives or friends who often travel, from whom the customers 

can get information to support their decision making. The experience also could come from the 

comments of the hotel‟s previous customers. These online comments are usually very effective to 

convince potential customers. As the primary data shows some interviewees consider the highest 

previous customers‟ comment rank as the best option. Both LT as well as BT depend a lot on the 

„experienced‟ comments. 
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As the customers always have plan for their travel, there is a time gap between their reservation-day 

and check-in day. This time gap could be several days or several months. So, they usually have 

plenty of time to search hotel information, compare the information and make a buying decision 

without feeling time stressful. Internet plays an important role here. From my data, we get to know 

that Swedish customers, both LT and BT, mostly depend on internet to search information when 

they need to book a budget hotel. So, compared with other marketing communication tools, such as 

TV advertising, internet communication is much more effective. Internet communication is 

convenient for customers to search information for their distance purchasing. With internet, 

customers can access to the hotel advertisement fast. However, they also can shift their preferences 

fast. Therefore, with internet communication it is easy to send advertising messages to customers 

and increase customers‟ awareness, but it is still a challenge to convince customers to progress their 

buying decision process. Therefore, the price sensitive customers, such as LT, are more likely to 

shift to the cheapest offer. However, price insensitive customers, such as BT, won‟t move. 

 

Primary Findings 2 

Price discount and additional service are the main benefits for customers using loyalty card. From 

the above analysis, I conclude that a loyalty card can increase Swedish customers‟ awareness on 

budget hotel‟s brand to some extent. Therefore, the hypothesis 1 seems to be correct. 

 

Although loyalty cards can increase Swedish customers‟ awareness on budget hotel‟s brand to some 

extent, this awareness doesn‟t mean that customers would progress their buying decision making. 

Reference groups‟ comments and fast internet information can give customers more options; 

reference groups‟ comments can influence their awareness either towards a positive direction or 

towards a negative direction. If the customers‟ opinion towards a budget hotel goes in a positive 

direction, they are more likely to progress their buying process. Otherwise, if they are influenced by 

negative comments, they would refuse this hotel. Internet information can enable customers to find 

a better offer faster and easier. So, Swedish leisure travels are possible to be „benefit‟ elastic. 
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6.3 Findings on research question 2 

In what way does a budget hotel’s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ preferences with 

this hotel during their decision making process? 

6.3.1. Loyalty card & psychological factor 

As the primary data shows, Swedish customers consider the meaning of loyalty card as a kind of 

price discount or other extra service. From the information in 1.1.5, price discounts or other extra 

benefits are a kind of loyalty card characteristics. So, the customers are sure to get some kind of 

benefit from using loyalty card. Nobody wants to refuse a benefit. Therefore, we can say that 

loyalty cards can play a certain role in attracting customer‟s preference, but most of the 

interviewees didn‟t think they had much loyalty to the card.   

 

6.3.2. Loyalty card rules & customer preference 

However, the customer‟s preferences are not stable. As the interviewees say, if the loyalty card rule 

is too complex, they would not consider the loyalty card at all. So, the amount of preference would 

be affected by the rule‟s complexity. If the rules are complex or unclear, customers would neglect 

the loyalty card benefit and show less preference to the membership hotel. 

 

6.3.3. Experience & customer preference 

From the primary data 5.3.2, I conclude that when the Swedish customers have two alternative 

hotels which have similar conditions, according to their preferences, they can be divided into two 

groups. The first group of customers prefers to choose the membership hotel rather than the non 

membership hotel. They rely a lot on their own experience. The reason why they don‟t want to try 

the new offer is not because they want to accumulate the loyalty card points for additional benefit, 

but because they are afraid they would have certain risk to get bad service from the unfamiliar hotel. 

The other group of customers thinks that their buying decision won‟t be affected by the loyalty card. 

They would like to consider some other factors rather than price. So we can say that if the 

membership hotel and non membership hotel provide accommodations to the Swedish customers 

with similar conditions, only a part of them are influenced by the loyalty card. The rest of them are 

tending to switch to other offers. 
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6.3.4. Original price, psychological quality feeling, perceived price & customer preference 

However, when the membership hotel‟s offer had a higher original price, but the discounted 

membership price is the same as the non membership hotel‟s offer, Swedish customers are more 

likely to choose the membership offer. They consider the high original price offer has high service 

quality. The perceived price
7
 of the membership hotel‟s offer is higher than the non membership 

hotel‟s offer. So, when the two offers have the same price, they feel the membership hotel‟s offer is 

much cheaper. Another important reason is the same as we demonstrate above, customers‟ previous 

experience play an important role as well. So, we can see that when the Swedish customers are 

facing two alternatives with the similar conditions, the original price level influence the Swedish 

customers‟ attitude towards the effect of loyalty card greatly. The relationship is as the following 

graph shows: “higher original price” would create “higher psychological quality feeling”; “higher 

psychological quality feeling” would create “higher perceived price”; “higher perceived price” 

would create “stronger feeling of cheaper membership price” and “stronger feeling of cheaper 

membership price” would create “higher preference towards the membership hotel”. 

Figure 6 

 

 

6.3.5. Loyalty card benefit & customer preference 

The primary data shows, when Swedish customers focus several alternatives and doing a final 

evaluation, that the loyalty card benefit to some extent influence their decision making process. This 

influence is big for some customers, but is smaller for others. If the customers are affected greater 

by this loyalty card benefit, they are tending to have higher preference towards the membership 

hotel. Otherwise, they are more likely to switch out to other hotels. For BT, their decision making 

process is not affected by loyalty card benefits, but they keep great preference for membership 

                                                        
7 Perceived price: in theory chapter 3.2 
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hotels because of the convenient location and other additional service. 

 

Primary Finding 3 

From the above analysis, we can say that Swedish customers‟ preference in the decision making 

process can be increased by the budget hotel‟s loyalty card. So, the second hypothesis seems to be 

correct. However, the effect of a loyalty card is also affected by some factors, such as loyalty card 

rule‟s complexity; customers‟ previous experiences; original price of hotel‟s offer; psychological 

quality feeling; perceived price level and the loyalty card benefit level. 

 

6.4. Findings on research question 3 

In what way does a budget hotel’s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ satisfaction with 

this hotel during their service using process? 

If the customers decide to use loyalty cards, firstly, they need to provide their private information to 

register. Then, they show their loyalty card and use the budget hotel‟s service as a loyalty card 

holder. They usually will receive certain kind of commercial advertisement from the membership 

hotels. These are the general things that they are affected by. Therefore, customers‟ satisfaction 

relates with these influential factors greatly. 

 

6.4.1. Private information & customer satisfaction 

As the theory 3.3 says, different customers have different personality. So, their preferences, needs 

and the buying behaviors are different from each other. If the customers can be segmented by their 

personality, hotels can manage the marketing activities much more effectively and target the 

individual customer‟s exact need. As the above information shows, the hotels can save much money 

and get better promotional results. 

 

From the primary data in 5.4.1, Swedish customers are very open to provide their private 

information to the budget hotels. This finding is opposite with the luxury hotel‟s situation in 

Chapter2. Luxury hotel‟s customers usually are much concerned regarding their private information 

and do not want to provide it to others. Therefore, Swedish customers do not think that budget 
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hotel‟s loyalty card affect their privacy negatively, their satisfaction is not negatively influenced.  

 

6.4.2. Commercial advertisement & customers’ satisfaction 

From the primary data 5.4.2, membership hotels‟ commercial advertisements are accepted by 

Swedish customers in general although they deal with these advertisements in different ways. For 

some Swedish customers, these commercial advertisements are considered good information. They 

can know the latest accommodation news. For the other Swedish customers, these advertisements 

are useful for them when they have the need. So these two groups of customers are satisfied with 

the membership hotel‟s information service. The rest of the customers do not have any negative 

attitude towards the membership hotel‟s commercial advertisements although they do not show any 

positive attitude.  

 

However, the budget hotel should remember as an important point, that all of the customers‟ 

satisfaction would decrease if they receive membership hotel‟s commercial advertisement 

frequently. Swedish customers would feel annoyed for that. 

 

6.4.3. Loyalty card holder & customers’ satisfaction 

Primary data 5.4.3 shows that some Swedish customers feel good if they use a budget hotel‟s 

service as a loyalty card holder. They expect to be treated as important customers. If they can get a 

certain kind of benefit, they would feel even more satisfied with the membership hotels. So, as a 

loyalty card holder, Swedish customers‟ satisfaction comes from two sources, monetary benefit 

(discount price or additional service) and psychological feeling. 

 

However, the Swedish customers do not have any bad feeling if they use a budget hotel‟s service as 

a non-loyalty card holder. They do not psychologically think they are treaded differently. So we can 

say that a loyalty card can increase satisfaction for loyalty card holders. But it doesn‟t negatively 

influence the non-loyalty card holders. This finding is against the previous research result in 2.1. 

 

Primary Finding 4 
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After the above analysis, we can say that Swedish customers‟ satisfaction can be increased by the 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card. But the hotels should be aware that commercial advertisement should 

not be sent too often to membership customers. Otherwise, the membership customers‟ satisfaction 

would be decreased. Up until now, we also can know that if the customers use a budget hotel‟s 

service, a loyalty card is sure to bring much satisfaction to the membership customers. While, other 

non-loyalty card holders won‟t be negatively affected. Therefore, budget hotels can implement 

loyalty cards to increase loyalty card holders‟ satisfaction without sacrificing the non-loyalty card 

holders‟ satisfaction.  

 

6.5. Findings on research question 4 

In what way does a budget hotel’s Loyalty Card affect the Swedish customers’ loyalty with this 

hotel after their service using? 

6.5.1. Loyalty card & customer’s loyal 

The primary data 5.5.1 and 5.5.4 show that Swedish customers, both LT and BT, would like to 

repurchase the membership hotel‟s service. LT‟ repurchase should be seen from the attitudinal 

dimension.
8
 Because their repurchase concerns a lot on the whole decision making process and 

evaluation. The reason why they repurchase the membership hotel is not only because they have 

positive attitudes from their previous experience, but also because they think the membership hotel 

is still the best option considering all alternatives. Loyalty is a consequence of consistent repeat 

purchase frequency of a single store/brand as well as favorable attitude (Julander et al., 1997; 

Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000). So, if the attitudinal repurchasing percentage rises, it indicates 

that customers‟ loyalty increase. On the other hand, BT‟ repurchase should be seen from the 

behavioral dimension
9
 which disregards decision making processes and do not differentiate brand 

loyalty from simple repeat purchasing behavior. The repurchase largely depend on BT‟s habit. So, 

when BT‟s repurchase frequency rises, their loyalty is also increase. 

 

From this result, we can also figure out that LT‟s loyalty is not stable. Budget hotels can influence 

the LT‟s loyalty by implementing sales promotion. In another words, LT‟s loyalty is easily improved 

                                                        
8 Attitudinal dimension can be found from the theory chapter 3.3 
9 Behavior dimension can be found from the theory chapter 3.3 
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with certain marketing activities. But this kind of loyalty can change easily. Compared with the LT, 

BT‟s loyalty is much more stable. BT‟s are not price elastic customers. If they choose a hotel, they 

would show great loyalty from the behavioral dimension. So, it is hard for budget hotels to get BT‟s   

from other hotels with help of marketing efforts. But if the BT is attracted by the budget hotel, they 

would show consistent loyalty towards the hotel. 

 

6.5.2. Commitment & Customers’ loyalty 

For the BT, they tend to commit themselves to the membership hotels. They can also accept a 

higher price of their membership hotels. But the LT would switch out to other hotels if they find a 

better deal after a comprehensive evaluation. So we can say that BT is much more loyal towards the 

membership hotels than the LT. 

 

6.5.3. Relationship marketing effort & customers’ loyalty 

The primary data 5.5.3 shows that all Swedish customers do not refuse the relationship with the 

membership hotels. Most of them have a very good attitude towards the membership hotels. They 

are willing to provide budget hotels the opportunity to get in contact with them and show the latest 

hotel news. So, it is a good opportunity for the hotels to make efforts to attract new Swedish 

customers and keep the existing customers. But as the theory chapter 3.4 shows, not all customers 

are profitable. So, the budget hotels needn‟t keep relationship with all of their customers. 

 

6.5.4. Customers’ own opinion about their loyalty 

The primary data 5.5.4 shows that BT considers themselves as loyal customers for membership 

hotels. Some LT also think the same. But other LT are benefit oriented. For these customers, their 

buying decision making process is more like the following graph shows: starting from the 

membership hotel; then searching other hotels; then evaluating all of these hotels and switching 

cost; finally come back to the membership hotels or switch out to other hotels. 

Figure 7 

LT’s decision making process as loyalty card holder 
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Primary Finding 5 

From the above analysis, we can say that Swedish customers‟ loyalty can be increased by budget 

hotel‟s loyalty card. Loyalty cards can encourage the Swedish customers repurchase. Meanwhile, it 

is also a good chance for the budget hotels to attract new customers and keep existing customers. 

Compared with the LT, BT shows stronger loyalty and commitment towards membership hotels. LT 

is much more benefit oriented. But, the BT‟s loyalty is much more habit oriented. 

 

6.6. Other findings 

Primary data 5.6.1 shows, that budget hotel‟s loyalty card influence Swedish LT‟s purchasing 

behaviors to some extent. But this influence level depends on how much benefit the membership 

hotel provides because LT is concerned much more on the monetary benefit. That is why loyalty 

cards are considered much more effective in luxury hotels than in budget hotels. However, for the 

BT, luxury hotel‟s loyalty card can provide not only monetary benefit, but also the psychological 

good feeling. The psychological benefit is a very important point for the Swedish BT. But such 

psychological good feeling cannot be provided by the budget hotel‟s loyalty card.  

 

For Swedish customers, both the LT and BT, the budget hotel‟s loyalty card rules are not very 

important. Therefore, they do not want to spend much effort to understand the detail rules. For 

Swedish customers, it is better if they get this loyalty card benefit. But it is OK if they miss the 

benefit.  
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CHAPTER7 CONLUSION 

This chapter briefly concludes the whole thesis, summarizes the research problem, research 

methodology and research findings. In addition, the further research recommendation is followed. 

 

In the previous chapters, I have answered the main research question ‘How do Swedish customers 

respond to the Budget hotel’s Loyalty Card promotional activity?‟ I have described the Swedish 

customers‟ attitude and behaviors towards budget hotel‟s loyalty card by analyzing secondary data 

and primary data, and answering the questions put forward in the four hypotheses. After this 

research, the findings can be summarized as follow.  

 

Swedish Business travelers and Leisure travelers have some similar responses towards budget 

hotel‟s loyalty card. They show much awareness/ preference/ satisfaction/ loyalty towards the 

membership budget hotels. They use loyalty cards in a constant manner only when the benefit is 

large and the benefit can be gained fast. If one or two of these conditions are missed, they won‟t use 

the cards often. They think budget hotel loyalty card‟s benefit is important. But this benefit is not 

big enough to make them feel excited. If they can get the benefit, they feel good. If they missed the 

benefit, they don‟t feel sad. Simple and clear loyalty card rules can drive more Swedish customers 

to use loyalty cards; Reference groups‟ comments can influence the effectiveness of the budget 

hotel‟s loyalty card in either positive or negative way. Besides, customers‟ previous experiences; 

original price; psychological quality feeling and perceived price level also influence the Swedish 

customers‟ responses towards the budget hotel‟s loyalty card. By implementing a loyalty card, the 

membership customers‟ satisfaction can be increased. But the non-membership customers‟ 

satisfaction isn‟t negatively affected. 

 

Swedish Business travelers and Leisure travelers also have some different responses towards the 

budget hotel‟s loyalty card. Firstly, compared with the Swedish leisure travelers, Swedish business 

travelers show even stronger and much stable loyalty towards membership hotel. Secondly, Leisure 

travelers are much more benefit oriented. But the business traveler is habit oriented. Thirdly, 

psychologically, business travelers think that budget hotel loyalty cards cannot provide them with as 
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much good feeling as the luxury hotel‟s loyalty card does. What‟s more, „loyalty-increase‟ is an 

important point for Swedish travelers responds to budget hotel‟s loyalty card, which is shown by the 

business travelers‟ repurchasing behaviors. But for the Swedish leisure traveler, the important point 

is not only on the „loyalty-increase‟ or „repurchasing‟, but more on the „satisfaction-increasing‟. 

This increased satisfaction can encourage leisure travelers recommend the membership hotel‟s 

service to others in a positive way, so that good for budget hotel‟s marketing communication. 

 

Further research recommendation 

This work has been done by qualitative research technique. In some questions, the interviewees 

provide different opinions. Given the small sampling size (only 23 interviewees are interviewed), 

the result is a good example of what you can get when interviewing people in Sweden about the 

subject. If the budget hotel business wants more representative data, further quantitative research is 

needed.   
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Appendix 1: 

Interview guide 

1. interviewees’ personal information: 

 name 

 age                20-30   31-40   up40 

 gender              male         female 

 Marital Status 

 Education level 

High school/lower       bachelor        Master    Doctor/upper 

 Employment status 

 Income level(SEK) 

Lower than 200 000/year   200 000 – 300 000/year  

300 000 – 400 000/year    upper than 400 000/year 

 How many times do you travel every year? 

Less than Once a year       2-4 times/year        more than 4 times/year 

 

2. Interviewee’s opinion about loyalty card: 

 Do you have the loyalty card? How many? 

 Do you often use them? 

 What do you think about the Budget Hotel‟s loyalty card? 

 

3. Interviewee’s opinion about Loyalty card and Budget Hotel Brand awareness: 

 What kind of media do you use to book hotel? eg, internet, travel agency. 

 Before you searching accommodation information, which factors are you concern most in 

your mind? eg, location, price, quality. 

 When you search hotel advertisements, which information affects you firstly? 

 What is your opinion about the membership price? 

 

4. Interviewee’s opinion about Loyalty card and Budget Hotel preference: 

 What is your feeling of being a loyalty card holder for a budget hotel? 

 If there are two hotel offers which prices are the same, one is the membership price (your 

loyalty card of this hotel can grant you this primary price), the other is at the original price, 

which offer do you feel better? Why? 

 How do you think about the loyalty card benefit? Such as accumulated points or additional 

service. 

 If you keep a loyalty card for a hotel, do you consider this hotel with priority during your 

purchasing decision making? 

 

5. Interviewee’s opinion about their satisfaction towards Hotel and hotel’s loyalty card: 

 What is your feeling about the private information required from a budget hotel, when you 

apply for a loyalty card? 

 How does the hotel‟s advertisement information affect you? 
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 When you are using a hotel‟s service, what is your opinion of being a loyalty card holder 

and non loyalty card holder? 

 If you are a loyalty card holder, do you feel that the hotel provides you a special service 

according to your own need? 

 

6. Interviewee’s opinion about their loyalty towards Hotel and hotel’s loyalty card: 

 If you have a hotel‟s loyalty card and you have used its service before, do you think you 

will consider this hotel firstly for your next time accommodation booking? 

 If there another hotel provides a cheaper offer, will you switch your preference to that one? 

 What is your opinion about keeping a relationship with a budget hotel? 

 Do you think you budget hotel‟s loyalty card make you even loyal for this hotel? 

 How does the loyalty card affect your loyalty towards a budget hotel? 

 

7. direct questions: 

 What do you think about the budget hotel‟s loyalty card affect your purchasing behavior? 

 What is your opinion about the differences between loyalty card in budget hotels and in 

luxury hotels? 

 Which factors drive you switching your preference to other hotels? 

 What is your opinion about the loyalty card rules? 

 

8. Please feel free to tell your other opinion about the Budget Hotel’s Loyalty card? 
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Appendix 2: 

Condensed Interview Result 

 

 

Interviewer: Do you have the loyalty card? How many? 

Interviewees: More than one 

 

Interviewer: Do you often use them? 

Interviewees:  No, I don‟t use them at all. 

I use it only when the benefit is big. 

Sometimes use; but I often forget to bring 

 

 

Interviewer: What kind of media do you use to book hotel? eg, internet, travel agency. 

Interviewees: Internet; phone call; family; friend; experienced customers‟ comments on website;  

 

Interviewer: Before you searching accommodation information, which factors are you 

concern most in your mind?  

Interviewees: Price; Location; Quality; Comprehensive factors (price, location, environment, clean, 

friendly and simply rules) 

 

 Arjan--- price and quality are very important for me. But, of course, price and 

quality relate with each other. Sometimes, I willing to pay a little bit more for a 

better service quality. 

 Camilar--- Location, price and quality are definitely important. But I concern 

more about the purpose of the trip. I often travel with my boyfriend. I concern 

more about „romantic‟ environment and living with many „young‟ people 

customers. 

 Mikael--- when I have business travel, I concern more on the price level. I mean 

the level of luxury, ordinary or cheap. But I don‟t care the small price differences 

among hotels which are in the same level. My boss doesn‟t tell me how much the 

highest price hotel I can live. But, of course, I know he doesn‟t expect to live in 

luxury hotel. The hotel bill will be paid by my company. So, I do not concern the 

small benefit from certain promotional activities. 

 

Interviewer: When you search hotel advertisements, which information affects you firstly? 

Interviewees: Nice picture of hotel; environment; Location; Price 

 

 David--- I only believe familiar website advertisement. I check the familiar 

website‟s advertisement one by one. 

 Milan--- I prefer to check the hotel ranking grade, which is according to the 

Part1: Interviewee’s opinion about loyalty card in general: 

Part 2: Loyalty card & Budget Hotel Brand awareness: 
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previous customers‟ comments. 

 

Interviewer: What is your opinion about the membership price? 

Interviewees: It‟s believable; Maybe 

 

 

Interviewer: What is your feeling of being a loyalty card holder for a budget hotel? 

Interviewees: Never think about how much loyalty I have towards the hotel. Discount and some 

extra service are the attractive points of loyalty card. The card shouldn‟t be complex 

to use.  

 

Interviewer: If there are two hotel offers which prices are the same, one is the membership 

price (your loyalty card of this hotel can grant you this primary price), the other 

is at the original price, which offer do you feel better? Why? 

Interviewees: Membership hotel is better.  

Reason:  

Feel cheaper price; Better quality; have experience before 

 

Interviewer: How do you think about the loyalty card benefit? Such as accumulated points or 

additional service. 

Interviewees: Yes, the benefit is important; Maybe, the benefit is not big 

 

 Carmilar said that if the loyalty card‟s using rules are simple, then the benefit is 

attractive. If the rules are complex or need long time to get this benefit, I don‟t 

care much about the benefit.  

 

 

Interviewer: What is your feeling about the private information required from a budget hotel, 

when you apply for a loyalty card? 

Interviewees: It‟s ok 

 

Interviewer: How does the hotel’s advertisement information affect you? 

Interviewees: It‟s good to receive.  

 

It‟s ok to receive. But, it shouldn‟t be too often. 

 I only read the title.  

 I read it only when I have travel plan. 

 It’s ok to receive. But I seldom read.  

 

Interviewer: When you are using a hotel’s service, what is your opinion of being a loyalty card 

holder and non loyalty card holder? 

Interviewees: Loyalty card holder-- good feeling;  

Non-loyalty card holder – no bad feeling; 

 

Part 3: Loyalty card & interviewees’ preference towards Budget Hotel: 

Part 4: Loyalty card & Interviewee’s satisfaction towards budget Hotel: 
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 Milan--- loyalty card for me is a tool for getting certain benefit in a simple way. If 

the rule of registering a loyalty card is not complex, I would like to register one. 

But I can‟t say how much enjoyment I get from the membership budget hotel. 

 

 

Interviewer: If you have a hotel’s loyalty card and you have used its service before, do you 

think you will consider this hotel firstly for your next time accommodation 

booking? 

Interviewees: Yes, I will. 

Yes, I will. But I still want to check other hotels and make a compare. 

 

Interviewer: If there another hotel provides a cheaper offer, will you switch your preference to 

that one? 

Interviewees: Yes, I will change immediately.  

Yes, I will change. I concern the switching cost.  

No, I won‟t (businessman) 

 

Interviewer: What is your opinion about keeping a relationship with a budget hotel? 

Interviewees: Feeling good 

 

Interviewer: Do you think you budget hotel’s loyalty card make you even loyal for this hotel? 

Interviewees: Yes, a lot (business man).  

Maybe, but not too much;  

 

 

Interviewer: What do you think about the budget hotel’s loyalty card affect your purchasing 

behavior? 

Interviewees: A lot effect when the discount or other benefit is big. If the benefit is conspicuous, I 

would recommend others as well; A little bit effect, but not really much. 

 

Interviewer: What is your opinion about the differences between loyalty card in budget hotels 

and in luxury hotels? 

Interviewees: Luxury hotel‟s loyalty card is more important. Luxury hotel‟s loyalty card can provide 

holders more profit. The holders are always rich people. Psychologically, no proud 

feeling as being luxury hotels‟ loyalty card holder; Feeling good (business man) 

 

Interviewer: Which factors drive you switching your preference to other hotels? 

Interviewees: Price; Service; Location; Quality; Environment (quiet, romantic, clean, friendly, etc); 

Better reputation (better experienced customers‟ comments);  

 

Interviewer: What is your opinion about the loyalty card rules? 

Interviewees: Only skim the instruction.  

 

Interviewer: Will you recommend the budget hotels implementing loyalty card in Sweden? 

Part 5: Loyalty card & Interviewee’s loyalty towards Budget Hotel: 

Part6: Direct questions: 
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Interviewees; Yes, I will. LC is important for budget hotels to attract and keep customers 

 

Maybe, not strongly recommend. 

 

LC is more meaningful for luxury hotels. But it isnot very important for budget 

hotels. 


